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Thank you. 
I’ll switch over to English. Can you please give 
a warm welcome and thanks to this couple, Aaron and Jennifer, the producer of 
the film, director and narrator. 
Great work, guys. Can you give me a little insight into how it has been welcomed 
when showing this all around the world?  
 
We’ve been really pleased that people 
have just opened up their arms and kind of included us into their cultures and 
everything. And the film has been really well received. I’ll let Aaron speak 
a little bit more about maybe about some of the impacts, but it’s been fantastic 
and we’ve loved all the people that we’ve met. 
Yeah it’s been really great. We’ve had a lot of wonderful film festivals and 
awards and after our movie premiered, world premiere in New Zealand they 
reversed their ban and we’re hopeful that other countries will follow. I know in 
Hungary one of the members of parliament actually was so fired up about this 
they gave a speech the next day to parliament and we’re certain to see 
momentum all over the world. 
 
So yeah, it’s very exciting. I’m a little bit curious about that journey I mean, 
did you start off making a film about vaping did you start off making a film 
about the billion lives that you know,that we are foreseeing to lose this 
century? 
 
Well we started out saying you know, I had started off losing one of my friends 
to lung cancer and at the same time I had some folks that I knew were using 
these vapor products and I started making fun of them and telling them to just 
smoke the real thing, it’s probably worse for you. I was one of those people. So 
you know when I found out that wasn’t true true and I found out that you know, 
these guys are sayin “Hey this is saving your life” and they’re gonna be banning 
this and I found out a billion people are projected to die this century from 
smoking. We kinda… so we gotta get the truth figured out you know, what is the 
truth? Because you know, even I was confused and a lot of people are confused 
because they watch television or read the headlines on newspapers and it looks 
like it’s worse than smoking, but people are telling me that it’s saving their 
life. So we did come in wanting to make the movie trying to find the truth and I 
think we were able to find it. 
 
How about you know financing this project? 
Was it difficult? 



 
Well we have our production compan Attention Era Media, that’s the company that 
I own in Milwaukee, Wisconsin over by Chicago. We do a lot of commercial 
projects. About half of our work is commercial work The other half is like NGOs 
and nonprofits working with education and intercity development. So about half 
of our work is with helping people, but we had enough funding to do the movie 
ourselves. We were considering doing Crowdfunding but there was I think three 
other movies that had done Crowdfunding before this and never made a movie. So 
we were kind of like, pretty sure like that everybody... there’d be a riot if we 
tried to do Crowdfunding for this. So we… yeah. We just funded it upfront and 
then hoped to recoup our costs over the course of years with you know, sales 
online and Blurays. I’m pretty sure thatmost of the people in here would agree 
with me that this should be on public television,it should be screened you know, 
for everybody to just balance the pros and cons. We’re getting very one-sided 
you know, arguments against vaping. 
 
What about getting this on television for example in the US? Do you have any 
luck there? 
 
Well we haven’t had any luck so far. 
 
Why? 
 
It’s not for a lack of trying, but a lot of the big pharmaceutical companies 
sponsor the larger networks and everything so they’re not too friendly to our 
film. Yeah and it did show on public television in Israel on the, I believe it’s 
like the middle-east network or something like that and we do have an agent 
that’s working around the world to put it on television, but you know like she 
said. At least in the US and some countries, the big pharmaceutical companies 
who we target in this movie are the number two source of funds for the 
television stations. So there’s really no hope on that. I don’t believe that 
they will ever do that because that would be biting the hand that feeds them and 
they’re not going to do that. So I don’t know. I don’t know if that will happen. 
We’re open to it, we’d love to do it. But we’ll see. Well let’s hope Iceland 
will be the first 
 
We’ll try to put pressure on Iceland broadcasting corporation. 
Great to have you here on stage. Give them another applause, please. 
 
 
Seinni hluti: eiginlegur fræðilegi hluti ráðstefnunnar 
  
So I’ll turn to English. 
 
We have good guests here from abroad who are going to address us from their 
locations and I think that okay and we have Prof John Britton, Prof Peter Hajek. 
Hi there, welcome to this conference of Reykjavik. Can you hear me? 
Yes we can. 
Very good. We have also Prof Linda Bauld...  
Hi. 
Hi there and welcome as well. So it’s very good you’re a little bit out of 
focus. Maybe we can... 
Yeah I don’t know. It’s not my machine actually because I didn’t do anything to 
it. 
I know the problem. 
Weird. It’s quite strange cause I haven’t touched it except too it just suddenly 
went out of focus. 
That’s better. 



That’s very good, very good. It’s so good to have a... to be able toaddress 
three professors on this green hearing in Reykjavik, speaking on such an 
important topic. Thank you very much to be with us.  
We can actually start with you,  
 
Professor Britton. 
I’ll give the floor to you. Your thoughts on...on the topic of discussion 
and we just watched the film A Billion Lives. Have you seen it? 
I haven’t seen all of it, I’ve seen parts of it. 
Okay. 
Your opening thoughts on the topic that we are here discussing here today? 
Okay thank you. 
Yeah my name is John Britton and I’m a professor of Epidemiology at the 
University of Nottingham and I’m Director of the UK Centre for Tobacco and 
Alcohol studies and I also chair of the Royal College of Physicians Tobacco 
Group which produced a report on electronic cigarettes called Nicotine without 
smoke, there we are. That’s it. And ten years ago an earlier report on 
reduction in nicotine addiction, which made the case for offering smokers 
less hazardous nicotine products as a way to help them stop inhaling tobacco 
smoke together and nicotine. 
Thanks for the invitation to speak. Sorry I can’t be there in person, but I hope 
electronic cigarettes have a dramatic and very positive effect on public health 
in Britain and latest figures from actual smoking survey which was public just a 
couple of weeks ago demonstrate there’s now 2 million people in the UK using 
electronic cigarettes of whom half a million are ex-smokers and that’s out of a 
total of about 9 million smokers in the country. Those people are no longer 
being exposed to the hazardous effects of tobacco smoke and that has to be good. 
The success of e-cigarettes arises from being fortunate enough to be in a 
climate where a use of alternative forms of nicotine is generally being 
encouraged and I think the Royal College of Physicians of England are medicines 
in health care regulatory board all played a part in that. By making it possible 
for smokers to access nicotine for harm reduction, for dual use long before 
other countries licensed them in that way. In that climate when electronic 
cigarettes came along, they seemed to me at my first sight that they looked to 
be hopeless, they were very clumsy pieces of kit and I couldn’t see them being 
fashionable or successful. But clearly they have moved on and they’re now very 
widely used andincreasingly becoming more effective nicotine delivery devices. 
They have-- So the best way to quit smoking and this 
was a topic I was asked to speak on, 
I think we all know is to see or obtain behavioral support from a properly 
trained practitioner and to use pharma therapy, nicotine sporadically or 
Bupropion. We have made those surfaces available to smokers in the UK free of 
charge for nearly twenty years. 
The problem is that the proportion of smokers who use them is extremely small, 
one or two percent each year. The strength in the potential of electronic 
cigarettes is that they give smokers a way to quit smoking as a consumer choice. 
They don’t have to engage with medical services, they walk into a tobacconist 
shop and decide to buy an electronic instead of a tobacco cigarette and that 
alone is and that on its own is the biggest factor to enter their success. 
Effectiveness of electronic cigarettes is a sensationalist similar to equivalent 
nicotine products. Nicotine products that deliver significant amounts of 
nicotine to help smokers to quit. The early generation devices delivered fairly 
little nicotine and were about as effective as the <NRI´s>. Later generation 
devices haven’t been tested in formal conducted trials, but I suspect will be 
more of it. But the power as I have said lies in the population which they 
offer. The concerns with electronic cigarettes link to four categories. Safety, 
vaping progression, Dual use and undermining tobacco control. The others are 
speaking about some of the other topics. I was asked to talk about safety and we 



don’t know how safe these products will be in the long-term. We do know from the 
content of vapor they are likely to be substantially less hazardous than tobacco 
smoke and public health organizations have both come to the conclusion that the 
maximum likelihood will be about 5% less than smoking. My own expectation, the 
spectrum of caused by electronic cigarettes will be similar to that of smoking. 
So some lung cancer, some COPD, some emphysema, but the number of cases to 
electronic smoking will be dramatically less. Most of the hazards in electronic 
Cigarettes probably comes from heating the flavors and which were not designed 
to be heated. Flavors are extremely important for many vapors to make the 
product tolerable, but are probably better avoided. And I advise smokers that I 
treat to use an electronic cigarette and if they can use one without flavor, 
but the flavor is the thing that makes a difference, then buy one with a flavor 
in it. Dual use of electronic cigarettes and tobacco is a concern and 
it’s been argued that electronic cigarettes will. That’s not what happens with 
other forms of nicotine therapy. In fact, nicotine replacement therapy is 
licensed in the UK for general use, because smokers who use e-cigarettes are 
much more likely to proceed to quit than those who don’t. 
So it’s just sort of an experimentation phase. Those are the things that I was 
asked to speak about. I’ll stop there and let my colleagues take over. 
 
I hope that’s been helpful. 
 
Thank you very much 
Professor Britton. 
 
Professor Hajek, 
 
the voice of Public Health England. You are in great agreement with the Royal 
College of Physicians in many ways. 
 
Yes I do, but I do not represent Public Health England but contributing to their 
report, but I am a researcher who does studies in tobacco dependence and e-
cigarettes and I’m not really representing Public Health England. I was asked to 
talk a little bit about nicotine and dependence and any risks of secondary 
vaping, where the bystanders who are present when somebody’s vaping whether they 
are exposed to the health risks. I’ll try to cover these topics and thank you by 
the way for inviting me. 
I say you’re lucky I’m not there in person because I’m recovering from a cold 
and {would} be sneezing all over you. So over Skype it’s not such risk. 
Let me talk a little bit about nicotine because that seems to be the way 
which [inaudible] about e-cigarettes.  
I have an echo here,can you hear me alright or do you have the echo there as 
well? I have a big echo here.I see myself three times… can you hear me alright? 
Yes we can hear you.  
Thank you. Okay. 
So regarding nicotine, I start with something which you’re probably going to 
find unexpected. 
Nicotine by itself is not really a greatly addictive substance. Cigarettes and 
tobacco products are highly addictive, but nicotine alone is not. We have 
evidence from animal studies, you can get animals to [inaudible] heroine, or 
cocaine or alcohol, but it’s very hard to get them [addicted] to nicotine. I 
could elaborate on that if you want me to? 
And with humans we have about 35 years of {nicotine} replacement treatments well 
thought and millions of nonsmokers must have tried nicotine, chewing gum and 
lozenges. And nicotine is highly addictive in tobacco, not outside it. The most 
likely one is that you need some other chemicals to make it addictive and 
tobacco provides this. Now this is important because it explains why we see so 
few nonsmoking adolescents who experiment with these cigarettes to become 



regular users and I think that’s one of the big fears and the situation needs to 
be monitored because the products may keep improving, they may add other 
chemicals to it. But what we see at the moment, I think Linda, Professor Bauld 
will elaborate on that. We don’t really see nonsmokers who become, weekly or 
even daily users of e-cigarettes. And yet, e-cigarettes are sufficiently 
rewarding for smokers. So they don’t really think for nonsmokers, but if you are 
already hooked on nicotine, then they do provide a degree of reward. And I think 
one needs to appreciate they are not yet quite competitive with cigarettes. The 
smoker who wants to switch to vaping, they have to put some effort into it. It’s 
not effortless and I think what we’re seeing around the world, the campaign to 
put smokers off e-cigarettes by various warnings and misreported research 
reports,that there’s a real problem. I think there’s a strongly unethical side 
to it, because people need to be encouraged to move to vaping, rather than 
discouraged from it. Now while still on the topic of nicotine, I think there’s 
an issue many people are worried about. 
So you get smokers who stop smoking, now they’re vaping, 
they’re still taking nicotine. Are they still running the same risks to their 
health? And the answer is no. Nicotine has got hardly any adverse health 
effects, it’s not a clastogenic. It does increase your heart rate and step into 
your arteries acutely, but this doesn’t seem to mean anything in terms of human 
health. And even give us the risks of nicotine are either minimal or none. 
And so if somebody stops smoking and carries on using e-cigarettes and nicotine 
in safe forms, the problem has been solved. There is no urgent need to get 
them to stop using nicotine. There is an urgent need to stop them smoking, but 
nicotine alone would not be that much different from drinking coffee and we 
don’t have any problem with that. Although it’s a mild stimulant that has got 
many of the same effects. And the last thing I want to talk about or was asked 
to cover is the passive vaping and there is no such thing. Unlike passive 
smoking with e-cigarettes, there is no side stream admission. 
The only thing that gets into the atmosphere is what the vaper inhales and then 
exhales. And a lot of chemicals will stay inside and what comes out is mostly 
again exhalable by other people, plus of course it’s vastly diluted. So no study 
identified anything in bystanders, other than very small levels of coating 
indices [inaudible] nicotine. So there is some nicotine release,but at miniscule 
levels, there’s no chance of causing any poisoning or dependence or any other 
problem. 
Vapers can irritate nonsmokers and non-vapers of course and you know, some kind 
of common courtesy needs to be exercised and if a restaurant wants to not allow 
vaping, that should be their prerogative. But from a public health perspective, 
there’s absolutely no reason to ban vaping or to be concerned about health risks 
of passive vaping. I think vaping should definitely be supported in countries 
that allow vaping. We’ll see smoking declining, they will see eventually a 
decline in lung cancer, heart attacks, strokes and everything else. And smokers 
now have a way out of smoking and I think it will be irrational and in fact 
unethical if regulators were shutting that gateway and keep people smoking when 
they don’t have to anymore.  
So I think I’ll finish there. 
 
Thank you very much Professor Hajek. 
 
We are gonna talk quite a bit about public policy in this field. 
But Professor Linda Bauld,a little bit about that and there’s a lot of talk that 
we have to save the children, that they are in grave danger. They will start to 
vape and then they will start smoking afterwards, the gateway effect. 
Your thoughts on that that children are exposed to because of the vapes. 
 
(Linda:): ) Certainly. Can I… can you hear me? 



Okay. First of all, thank you very much for the invitation as well. I’m 
delighted to join my colleagues here today. I just wanted to start off by 
reflecting on the progress that Iceland has made in recent decades reducing 
youth smoking in Iceland. Really phenomenal achievement. I visited your country 
in 2008 to speak at a medical conference and you were one of the first countries 
to put cigarettes away from display, hide cigarette displays and remove that 
form of marketing. And now I understand that in Iceland today regular smoking 
rates in 15-year old’s are down to 3% and there are almost no 13-year old’s who 
regularly smoke. So those are really important bits of progress and I’m sure one 
of the reasons that people are concerned about electronic cigarettes is because 
they think that these products might undermine some of that progress in 
preventing smoking outtake. Now in my country Scotland down in the UK, we have 
really low smoking rates in teenagers now as well. And so I just wanna reflect 
on the trends we’ve seen with e-cigarettes. So the first thing to say is that as 
I think Peter and John have highlighted, electronic cigarettes are not a single 
product, there are many, many different types. Sometimes they contain nicotine 
and sometimes they don’t. But in the youth days what you see is there is a lot 
of experimentation with e-cigarettes. And I’m just gonna refer to surveys 
from the US and the UK where we have regular data collection. So if you look at 
teenagers, for example 11 to 16-year old’s, in the UK in our most recent survey 
around 31% of them, so just under one third, said they tried an electronic 
cigarette. But when you asked about regular use at least weekly, the rates are 
far less, around 2% overall for all teenagers. So what’s happening is that e-
cigarettes are being tried, but regular use is concentrated amongst teenagers 
who already smoke, they already use tobacco. And in fact, in the UK 91% of 
teenagers who tried e-cigarettes were already smokers. And one in four was using 
them regularly while smoking. The crucial thing is when you look at children 
who’ve never smoked a tobacco cigarette, the rates of regular use of electronic 
cigarettes in the UK and the US, which we’ll talk about in a moment, are almost 
zero. So experimentation is not translating to regular use. And some good 
quality data has been collected in the USA through the national youth tobacco 
survey and also the monitoring the future survey and when you drill them into 
the numbers you see the same thing. But the reason the newspapers keep carrying 
the headlines that thousands of children are using these cigarettes is because 
they are… many of them are trying them but they are not progressing to regular 
users, they’ve never smoked. So that’s the first thing to say. 
The second thing is that many of these products that young people try actually 
don’t contain nicotine so that it’s actually very unusual or unlikely that they 
would become addicted. And that one US survey, only around one in four teenagers 
who tried an e-cigarette said that it actually contained nicotine. So those are 
the patterns of use. 
So what about the fear that trying an e-cigarette makes somebody become a 
smoker? Well there are around ten studies all inthe USA that claim e-cigarettes 
are a gateway to tobacco use. These are what we call prospective studies. 
Usually they look at whether a young person is smoking or who has tried an e-
cigarette and baseline and then they follow up with them in one year. And what 
they found is that some of the children who only tried an e-cigarette, one year 
later some of them were smoking. And these studies have been used 
by the media and occasionally by researchers to claim that electronic cigarettes 
are causing smoking. But they’re not and the problem with these studies is that 
they have a lot of common limitations, but I won’t go into all the details, but 
my colleagues can {Villanti] and Andrew in the USA, who are experts in entrance 
methods. They’ve written a book about these problems with these studies. And 
just to summarize some of them. The first thing is something we call shared 
liability and that is that teenagers who try things are likely to try other 
things and they may try risky behaviors in a way some of their peers won’t. And 
when you look at the survey data these are kids that are trying alcohol and 
other substances as well, even in their early teens. 



The second thing of course is that they don’t look at the extent of cigarette 
or e-cigarette use and that’s a really important issue. 
Most of these studies just look at if someone has tried an e-cigarette and then 
one year later did they try a tobacco cigarette. That is not regular smoking and 
we know the minority of teenagers who try a tobacco of cigarette will go on to 
become regular smokers. 
So these studies are just not measuring this adequately and they’re creating a 
lot of alarm. I think the crucial thing for me, and this is crucial for Iceland 
as well, is that here in the UK and the same in the USA tobacco smoking rates in 
teenagers are continuing to decline.  
And in fact, in both these countries the decline has been very significant in 
the last few years. A decline occurring at the same time as many teenagers are 
experimenting with e-cigarettes. If e-cigarettes were causing teenagers to smoke 
in any significant number, we would see a reverse in that decline in trends of 
smoking rates. We don’t want teenagers to use tobacco, we know that it kills one 
into regular users. We know that some teenagers are experimenting with e-
cigarettes, but from what I see that is not translating into health harms and 
into new smokers. 
Just a final couple of thoughts. I think it was Peter or John who mentioned 
flavors. There’s a lot of alarm around the fact that e-cigarettes come in many 
different flavors via liquids that young people may want to try them and it is 
true when you do the surveys and we’ve done them with young people,they are 
interested in the flavors. But if flavors were hooking kids on e- cigarettes 
then many more teenagers would be regularly using them. The crucial thing for 
flavors is that some adult smokers who try switch to vaping, the flavors are 
really crucial. They allow them to separate the taste and the tobacco flavor 
from different flavors which aren’t distinctive and distinctive to e-cigarettes 
and then help them to stay away from tobacco. So I really don’t think we should 
throw the adult smokers under the bus because we are worried some of these 
flavors may be appealing to children.  
And then the final message around children from Iceland, from the UK and other 
countries is that the headlines around e-cigarettes lead to smoking, which as I 
demonstrated is not the case. They don’t just confuse young people, but they 
create fear and alarm amongst adult smokers who think they shouldn’t then try an 
e-cigarette because it might be dangerous, not only for themselves but for 
others. And we’ve seen harm perceptions people believing that e-cigarettes are 
as harmful as tobacco, those have gone up in recent years in the UK and the USA. 
So we need to be responsible to convey the data accurately. We need to keep 
doing the research, but that’s what we know todayand I hope that’s helpful. 
Thank you. 
 
Thank you very much Linda. 
 
We are definitely dealing with a lot of fake news when it comes to this field. 
Before we start to get the ball rolling and discussing between ourselves here, 
both the panel and you abroad,let’s hear from Clive Bates from formative ASH UK. 
 
Hello everyone. 
My name is Clive Bates. 
I’d like to thank you very much for inviting me to attend your conference. I’m 
sorry I can’t be there in person, but I’m providing this video presentation 
instead. 
Just so you know who I am, I used to be the director of Action on Smoking and 
Health in the UK and I then was a servant in the UK government for the United 
Nations and now I run my own consultancy. I have no conflicts of interest with 
respect to the tobacco, e-cigarette or pharmaceutical industries. I’m committed 
to public health and I’m speaking on account of myself only.I’m going to be 
breaking my talk down today into five sections. First of all, a short 



introduction to the concept of tobacco harm reduction. Secondly, we’re going to 
look at the relative safety of low risk products like e-cigarettes compared to 
smoking. Thirdly we’ll look about claims about so called gateway effects and 
renormalization of smoking. Fourthly we’ll look at the potential for bad policy 
decisionsto make things worse through unintended consequences and fifthly we’ll 
discuss some ideas for how best to regulate these products. 
So first, let’s look at the idea of the concept of tobacco harm reduction. The 
idea is very simple. It comes from the fact that people smoke the nicotine but 
they die from tar. It’s the toxic chemicals and hot gasses in tobacco smoke that 
cause most of the cancer, heart disease and respiratory illnesses that cause 
people to get sick from smoking. So if you can remove the smoke you can deliver 
nicotine without smoke, then you can avoid almost all the diseases associated 
with tobacco use and that’s the basic underlining idea of tobacco harm 
reduction. Nothing happens, there is rapid product development in that area. We 
have the emergence of e-cigarette, we have heated tobacco products where the 
tobacco is heated but not burnt. We have always had smokeless tobacco and we 
have a range of new novel nicotine tobacco products now. All of which provide 
nicotine without any smoke at all and all have the prospect of greatly reducing 
the risk to the smoker. 
So let’s get onto my second point. How much less harmful than smoking are 
products like e-cigarettes? 
Well we can’t go forward fifty years in time and find out exactly what happens. 
So we don’t have complete knowledge, but neither do we know nothing. We know 
about the vapor that comes out of e-cigarettes and what’s in it and how toxic it 
is and we know what comes out of cigarette smoke and how toxic that is. So we 
can make some comparisons and it turns out that most of the things that cause 
harm in cigarettes are simply not present in e-cigarette aerosol or vapor or 
their present levels are many, many times lower. 
From looking at those sort of measurements The Royal College of Physicians based 
in London conducted an assessment of the relative risks of e-cigarettes and 
smoking and concluded that they were unlikely to exceed 5% of the risks of 
smoking and may be substantially lower than that figure. And those are a 
reasonable guideline for these products. Really reasonable and conservative 
guideline taken by Britain’s most eminent medical society. So let’s now go onto 
my third point. And this is the idea that products like e-cigarettes will cause 
changes in the way people smoke that actually cause more harm than good. So this 
is the idea that things like e-cigarettes will be a gateway to smoking, people 
would never have smoked and they take up e-cigarettes and begin to smoke as a 
result. That it will prevent people from quitting smoking who would of otherwise 
quit or that it will make smoking fashionable again somehow. 
Now these ideas, these theories are very odd in reality. Most people you would 
expect to use a much safer product to reduce their risks to health, rather than 
to increase them. So they kind of run against common sense. But once again, The 
Royal College of Physicians examined the evidence in this area and found that 
there was nothing to support these theories, nothing at all. They argued that in 
fact people were as you would expect, using e-cigarette similar products to 
reduce their smoking, to look after their... health and to help them quit 
smoking completely. And therefore that they should be thought of as beneficial, 
not harmful. 
Okay now, let's go onto the fourth area that I want to discuss, which is the 
potential for policy makers to cause harm to health by the way they approach 
products like e-cigarettes or other low risk products.  
The problem is, you might think as a policy maker that you're being tough on e-
cigarettes, you might think, “Oh, I can raise the tax on it, I can ban them in 
public places, I can get rid of flavours, so they become less attractive, and I 
can set very tough product standards that they would find hard to meet, give 
them huge paperwork burdens. ” 



You might think you are being tough by doing that, but in fact what you may be 
doing is making it harder for people to switch from harmful products like 
acigarettes to less harmful products like e- cigarettes. In doing so, that you 
may be causing more harm. 
Once again, the Royal College of Physicians cautions on this, and points out 
that even if you have good intentions to be precautionary the danger is that if 
you make the products more expensive, less attractive, less accessible, less 
capable of replacing cigarettes pharmacologically, then the danger is you 
increase smoking and do more harm to health. They made a very clear statement 
there, that policy makers should be very 
wary of unintended consequences. 
And so far, around the world, we've seen very few pay real heed to that, and the 
danger is that policy makers in the European Union, in the United States, 
advisors at WHO are causing more harm than good with the policy proposals that 
they have. 
So, let me get onto the fifth and final part of this short presentation, and 
that is the question of what regulation would be appropriate. Well starting 
point is that one answer to that might be do nothing. Literally do nothing, 
there isn't really a problem, consumers like the products, nobody seems to be 
harmed, they seem to be helping people quit smoking, cut down on smoking. 
What then, is the problem that regulators are supposed to address? And it's 
pretty hard to find it, but let's say governments are determined to regulate. 
What are the kind of things that they should think about? 
Let me give five suggestions: 
First, taxation, the taxation of this product should be zero or very small 
indeed, and much less than smoking, that will create a fiscal incentive for 
people to switch. 
Second, if you're going to apply standards, are you going to apply product 
regulation? Then use standards to do that, set some standards ingredient, 
harmful ingredients, contaminants, thermal, electrical, chemical, mechanical 
safety and testing methods. We're well advanced on that in the European Union 
and plenty to copy there. 
Thirdly, a policy on communication of risk, regulators should be very careful to 
communicate risks accurately and concisely and help smokers and 
other consumers make informed choices. At the moment, they tend to be obscuring 
those relative risks, rather than helping smokers understand the range of 
products and choices they have. And that is to communicate that the risks are 
many times lower. 
And fourthly, the policy on whether to allow vaping in public places. Regulators 
believe they have evidence that shows that second hand cigarette smoke is a 
cause of cancer and heart disease in bystanders. And therefore, they've 
Determined that for health and safety reasons smoking should be banned in most 
public places. However, no such evidence exists for e-cigarette vapour or 
aerosol. The level of exposure is much, much lower and many of the products that 
are thought to cause harm in second hand cigarette smoke are simply not present 
in e-cigarette aerosol. Therefore, the right policy is to let Owners and 
managers decide what is right for their own premises, taking account of their 
own clientele and the type of business that they run. 
And then, finally, age related restrictions. Bans on sales to people under the 
age of 18, and restrictions on marketing that target young people and that could 
involve restrictions on where adverts are placed, what the type of content is, 
what type of day they're run and so on. It perhaps would be similar to the 
advertising restrictions that are placed on other adult products, 
like alcohol or gambling. 
 
So, that's the gist of my presentation. 
 



In summary, I'm suggesting that authorities embrace the concept of tobacco harm 
reduction. 
Secondly, that they recognise that these products are very much less risky than 
smoking, maybe two orders of magnitude, 90 plus percent. 
Thirdly, that they should not be distracted by claims of gateway effects. The 
opposite is far more likely to be true, that these products are gateways out of 
smoking. 
Fourthly, that they should be aware of the potential for unintended onsequences 
arising from bad policy decisions. These could protect the cigarette trade 
from competition, cause more smoking. 
And then, fifthly, there is a sensible, proportionate, regulatory regime 
available to authorities who want to regulate 
these products in a responsible way. 
If they do that, I believe they will have a good public health strategy and that 
this will contribute to a long term end game for smoking, 
and smoking related disease. People will switch to these products in order to 
protect their health, and look after their welfare, and we will have made a 
great deal of progress in tackling what otherwise could be a billion deaths 
from smoking in the 21st Century. 
 
I'd like to thank you for your attention. Once again, I'm sorry I could not be 
there in person. But I hope you've enjoyed and found this short presentation 
interesting. 
Thank you very much, and good bye. 
 
Very good input from Clive Bates, 
I hope we still have you with us, John, Peter and Linda? Okay, you're still 
there. I am pretty sure that you would agree with most of the points made by, 
Clive Bates, after all he's basing this on the reports that you put together. 
A little bit about public policy, the science seems to be clear on the issue. 
Why isn't it reflected in public policy? 
What is the situation in the UK for example, and the European Union? And what is 
your message basically to Iceland, now that we are faced with that 
question now, in Parliament where Bills are debated on how to tackle this issue? 
Really, your input on that, across the board? 
 
Linda, you go first. 
 
Okay, thank you, John. I think the first question you asked 
was we have evidence now, so why is it not reflected in policy? To be honest, I 
think a lot of the policy frameworks we're working within the EU, but also 
overseas, were made earlier on, before we had the evidence we have now on e 
cigarettes. So, they were made with limited evidence, but also with fear, and 
the fear that's behind them is I think is that this behaviour looks like 
smoking. Some of the companies involved in manufacturing these products are the 
same companies that make cigarettes, made huge progress with smoking and 
therefore we must crack down on anything that we think is similar. 
And then, the other aspect of course, is that nicotine is bad, and nicotine is 
addictive and that is something policy makers you know, we're almost actually 
taught to believe by the organisation that tobacco control group, so that was 
some of the reasons why we have poor or imperfect policies. But we are seeing 
countries now, like New Zealand and Canada, and other places rethinking the 
policy framework and trying to say, “How do we make better decisions 
based on what we know now? ” So my strong recommendation 
to Iceland would be, look at the evidence we have now, recognise that the 
priority is probably to help your current smokers to quit and how can you take a 
balanced approach that maximises benefits eventually addressing any concerns. 
 



 
John, your thoughts? 
 
Similar, really. These products have huge 
potential to save lives. Thousands and thousands of lives. And so it's very 
important to have a regulatory system, which does what can be done to guarantee 
to the smoker that buys the product, that the product will work in other words, 
you want to know that they deliver nicotine. You want to know that the vapour 
doesn't contain things that doesn't need to be there. So there needs to be 
a decent quality product. And recognising the worries about children, which 
Linda has argued very strongly are probably not founded in any strong evidence 
of child uptake. I can see the case for not advertising these products to 
children. Now, that is pretty much the situation that we have as a result of 
parts of the tobacco products directive, which is now coming into force 
later this month in Britain. In that electronic cigarette manufacturers now have 
to disclose the content of their vapour and solutions. 
And so, I hope that that will allow us to look though the performance of these 
products and identify the ones that are clean, and the ones that are not so 
clean, and direct smokers towards the good ones. 
But if you introduce a regulatory system, which errs on the side of making sure 
that there is no harm, or absolute minimum harm to society through the 
availability of these products, then the rational thing to do is either prohibit 
them, or regulate them as medicines, which to practical purposes much the same 
thing. 
So, personally, I would argue that you need a liberal system, that allows these 
products to be made available to smokers, allows them to be on sale and easily 
accessible, uses tax to encourage smokers to move away from burnt tobacco and 
onto a non-combustible product. And just monitor the way that they're used in 
Icelandic society just as we are in the UK, to try to spot any unwanted trends, 
if they happen, early enough to deal with them. 
But so far, experience in the UK has been extremely positive and I think these 
products have a huge potential to reduce death and disability from tobacco use. 
 
Peter, I mean the proposals here in Iceland is based on the EU regulation of 
basically categorising vaping as a tobacco product. It's widely now implemented 
in the European Union. How dangerous is it to take that step in your opinion? 
 
Peter? 
Okay, well, I think the, I think Linda's analysis of the situation was very, 
very acute and correct. They implemented these things when there were genuine 
doubts. And now they keep sticking to their guns, it's very difficult to go 
back, plus equals sort of prestige or once you nailed your colours on the mast, 
it seems to be very difficult for some of these bodies to change. And I think 
flexibility in this field is very important and we have an additional problem 
here, in that research results are being mis-reported and misrepresented. And 
one organisation, which has got the massive should feel massive guilt about this 
all is WHO. Who commissions, reviews they did now several times from teams who 
have no knowledge in the area and who are coming with the message the WHO wants 
to hear, which is to justify their stance they had for a long time, that e 
cigarettes are dangerous, smokers should not touch them. And so we have this 
problem with science being mis-reported or done in a way to come out with the 
result which the author thinks is the desirable result. This is not unique to e-
cigarette field, science is notorious for often reflecting just the bias of the  
time rather than the objective reality. But usually science corrects itself, 
and this correcting itself here, but it takes a bit of time and so that's the 
one thing I would add to Linda's analysis. That although the evidence is clear, 
it's clear to us, when you read it objectively and if you look at the details. 
But if you just look at the way it's reported and just read the summaries 



of these papers, you will still believe that vaping lures children to smoking 
and there's lots of dangers in passive vaping and so on. Things which are simply 
not true. 
 
So, it's my impression that you're saying that there's so much new information 
being accumulated that actually if the EU regulations is an outdated policy 
based on something that we can dismiss now, because of fast growing data, which 
is going counter to the knowledge of that time. So, I mean, I want to include 
Dr. Gudmundur Karl Snæbjörnsson there, no, is it, should it be Iceland's role to 
change the tide, and actually just say, put their foot down and say, “No, we to 
listen to science” now we have enough information to say, “This is the wrong 
approach.” What's your thought about that? 
 
gks: 
Well, it needs only one word for it,yes, it is. It's not more complicated than 
that. 
 
What do you think, Aaron? You of course, you've been going all around the world 
with the film. Is it about time that one nation says, “No, we have to...” I 
mean, there was a mention of a new approach in New Zealand, right? But in 
Europe, should we say, “Enough is enough”? 
 
Aaron: 
Yeah, I think you know, from looking at history, you know, obviously the folks 
here in Iceland were leaders with representative government, the first 
Parliament, you know in history, more than 1,000 years ago. And I think that 
right here is the perfect opportunity for the folks in Iceland to take a 
compassionate approach for smokers, take an educated approach to government and 
look at the facts. And make a decision that that will help change the entire 
world. I mean, a billion people projected to die this century from smoking, 
Iceland can be a leader in turning the tide and getting governments 
back on track, looking at the science and not listening to outdated, 
 
outdated information that was 
based on highly biased studies. 
 
I think it's time. 
 
Thank you, Aaron. 
 
In your film, Aaron, you mention of course, which is very troubling to 
many people I am sure, that the World Health Organisation seems to be biased. We 
have people who should be 
fighting you know, cancer, the cancer societies are putting the focus on on 
vapes, which is it's a bit absurd when you test that against the science. 
 
Kalli, what's your opinion? 
We've seen it here, in Iceland, it seems that the those who should be actually 
encouraging vapes in the [public health] and the leaders in medical community, 
somewhat, should be taking the opposite direction. 
 
Kalli 
Yes. That's my opinion, but we are, often we face reality, reality is not what 
we want. And it's terrible, almost disgraceful how my colleagues, many of them, 
not all, but many have reacted to vaping. I think it's first, first of all 
is based on not looking into it enough. But it has changed with time, 
it's changed a lot. Many many more colleagues are coming forward to me and 
expressing that they are following, and I even have talked to the vape 



shops that are selling well, four or five individuals are coming 
each day in each shop and asking, “I was told by my doctor to come here. ” 
So, I haven't heard that before, 
so it's increasing, it takes time. Science and doctors are well, takes time 
sometimes. 
 
Do you have this same split in the medical,in the professional community among 
doctors in the UK for example? Linda, John, Peter?  
 
Well, if I start, so you mentioned the cancer society's belief here. So we 
worked very hard as a community to come with what's called a public health 
consensus statement, which we produced in 2015. 
 
John's organisation, the Royal College of Physicians, my organisation, for part 
time Cancer Research UK and many others, including PHE. And recently the 
statement says that, “Smokers are dying every day, somebody smokes and use an 
electronic cigarette, they shouldn't be discouraged 
from doing so, they should be supported. ” And so I think that using health 
professionals and also the cancer [inaudible] to try and come together to reach 
agreement is important. 
 
You mentioned then, a situation where some of the legislation for like … then… 
it doesn't mean that everybody in the UK agrees, I think there has been a big 
effort to speak with a single voice. I don't know if you want to add 
to that, John or {inaudible}? 
 
No, that's fine. 
 
Yeah, that's a good summary. 
 
If you have some questions in the audience, please raise your hand. 
 
Yes, we have a member of parliament here. Can we get a microphone 
to here up in the front? 
 
Birgitta Jónsdóttir 
Hello. Yeah, hi. First of all,thank you, everyone, for trying to provide us 
with unbiased information, which is very necessary if you are working as a 
legislator. I have a direct question to you guys. I'm just gonna sit down. Hang 
on. 
Okay, so we're talking about the EEA-EU regulations, and we in Iceland are part 
of the EEA, the European Economic Area. And so this law that has been brought 
into the parliament is a copy paste of the EU directive. Now, since you've been 
telling us that this directive is outdated, we actually do have a legal example 
of us. And it was actually me that managed to stop that we would implement an EU 
directive on data retention because it was obvious that it was flawed. And the 
directive was indeed overreaching. So maybe we could do the 
same thing here with this by simply not implementing it since there are so 
many questions about the legislation as it is, because it is not based on fact. 
Nothing new in legislation, obviously. But I want to know if you know where the 
laws that are being written or reversed in New Zealand and in Canada, where it's 
at? And if it's available to look at so we can use that as a framework for the 
alternative laws. I already put forward a Bill that is sort of a 
counter-Bill with the one that is the EEA directive. But I want to have the best 
possible legal framework. So if you can give me some guidelines that 
would be very useful to where to look. But once again, thank you very 
much for… you know, all of you. And, you know, if we wouldn't have [inaudible] 
here to help feed us with correct information, we would probably be passing this 



horrible law that's in the parliament. 
 
Thank you. 
 
And I forgot to introduce Birgitta Jónsdóttir who 
is our member of parliament for the Pirate Party. 
 
So your thought on her question and the [inaudible] for policy makers. Do you 
want me to start again, John? 
 
Yeah, go on, 'cause you're very familiar with the Canadians. 
 
Linda 
Okay. So I thank you very much for that question. I'm sure the others can add to 
it. I think the statement you made is hugely powerful. Or I think [inaudible] to 
create a different type of legislation that is better than the EU Tobacco 
Products Directive would provide real leadership. I think there are some things 
in the EUTPD that you would want to think about. Looking at carefully, like John 
said, the restrictions on marketing, for example, might be worth considering. 
And I'm sure you want to introduce other 
things potentially like age of sale. But I think that the Canadian experience… 
that is going through the Canadian senate at the moment, Bill S-5. I’m sure we 
can have a discussion by email. There is an international group of us working on 
this issue and we'd be very happy to help. 
In New Zealand, what they had is an existing law that they're overturning and 
they're consulting now on what that will involve. So I imagine there might be 
bits of the Canadian experience that would be useful for Iceland, 
but also I think it would be looking at what is in the TBD that you might wanna 
consider for your own law and what do we know. For example, things like limits 
on nicotine concentration have no science behind them and, you know, are 
potentially harmful. So I'm sure we can work together to provide some support on 
that. 
 
Very good. 
 
We have another question here. 
Go ahead. 
 
Go ahead. And would you like to introduce yourself as well? 
 
Yeah. Hello, and thank you for this conference. 
 
My name is Sigurður Hólm. Just one short question. Where is our minister of 
health right now? Did you invite him and why isn't he here because this is 
probably the most important topic he can be talking about from the health point 
of view. Thank you. 
 
It’s a very good question 
for Kalli to answer. 
 
Yes. Yes. I got a message from him, well, his secretary, saying he was terribly 
sorry that he couldn't be with us today. Period. 
 
Birgitta MP 
This bill is not gonna pass. There is no way. 
 
We're just gonna put the microphone to… we wanna have input from Birgitta 
Jónsdóttir, the MP, for you guys on the screen. She is giving us a message here 



about the proposed bill by the minister of health who couldn't be here with us 
today because he was busy elsewhere. 
 
Birgitta Jónsdóttir MP 
Okay. So first of all, thank you for the offer to help me with the alternative 
bill. The good news is that this tobacco bill that the minister's introducing, 
it's not gonna pass. There's not the majority in the parliament. And I think if 
we can encourage those that are interested in civic rights in the parliament, 
that we can get them on board. So maybe we should this, you know, experts… sort 
of pool together the information we've got here and maybe show it in the 
parliament so they have no excuse not to come. 
 
We will certainly make this… we did tape you all guys and we'll 
send them and educate the MPs about the real issue since they were not able to 
be here, with us here today. 
 
Yeah. Just as everyone, member of the parliament got an invitation to this 
happening, so… And we would be pleased… 
Are there any members of the parliament other than Birgitta? 
 
Yes, right in front of you. 
 
-Yes, I have a… -I'm sorry. …beautiful woman here that wants to speak. And she 
wants the microphone. Thank you. 
 
Hildur Sverrisdottir MP 
Hi. Sorry, I have to run over… because I was waving from the other 
side of the room. And all the talk over the MPs 
not being here. So, hi. I'm Hildur. I'm also an MP like Birgitta. I'm in a 
different party, though. And we don't agree on almost anything, but we do agree 
on this. Which is good. I just want to say, shortly, thank you for this. This is 
extremely important for us to get this kind of very good quality information 
which we can then bring to parliament and have a bit more to say than just sort 
of I have a very bad feeling about this, which is always better. I have a quick 
question, though. Because I have to say, I admire Birgitta's faith that this 
bill will not pass, and I hope she's right. But I think it's… well, I think it 
can go either way, actually. And I think it maybe depends on the way we're gonna 
talk about this at parliament. And what sort of changes we are gonna make, 
because I think this is a very difficult topic in Iceland. And what about the 
children is an argument Icelanders are very fond of. And it's very tricky to 
debate. So my question is about the children. I think it's very easy to talk 
about… I mean there's incredible opportunity to give people the chance 
to quit smoking-- quit smoking, I'm sorry. But I struggle when, you know, 
some experts come and say, I mean, "Now, because we have reduced 
smoking in Iceland, now the teenagers are gonna get addicted to nicotine. And, 
well, we could just, you know, stop that and they would not get addicted to 
anything." And I struggle with this point. I just don't have maybe enough 
information to take that point. And this following… 
and now I'm gonna shut up, about the advertising point. I mean the age and the 
visibility, and how you're gonna advertise it. Because on one hand, I can sort 
of see that maybe this is something we could sort of give them. Sort of okay, 
yeah. But maybe not… it maybe not allowed in schools, not maybe be, you know, 
allowed to advertise it, etc. But then I struggle because… I mean, we're trying 
to make this, you know,you know, be a substitute from tobacco. And everybody 
knows how to smoke. And we see in the movies. So if you're not allowed to show 
vaping anywhere, so how do they know how? Anyway. So I just want to… I know this 
might be a very unclear and a difficult question, but what about the children 
factor is what I would say is most difficult one in Iceland. And I at least 



would, you know, love if you have any points on that matter. But thank you again 
for this. 
 
Hold on to the mic a little bit because I wanna ask you a question, and you at 
the panel. There seems to be not enough information in parliament on the issue. 
So I wanna ask you, can you actually get the people here that are talking today 
to actually to come to Iceland and go to the parliament, 
either in person or by Skype? And you guys, would you be willing to help out 
there? 
 
Of course. 
 
- Yeah, of course.  
- Yeah. 
- Yeah. 
 
See? 
 
It is waiting for an invitation. 
 
Yeah. 
 
We'd be glad to have you. 
 
And Hildur, you're gonna seek your friends for their flyover.  
 
No, I'm just a very new MP so I'm not gonna make the first mistake of saying 
yeah, absolutely. But it does sound very good. But I cannot promise anything. 
I'm sorry.  
 
Well, the first politician not to promise anything, which is a very new thing to 
us. But thank you for that. But nice thoughts. I wanna move onto actually the 
reports from the Royal College of Physicians and the public of England were 
extremely important. But it almost feels like they are outdated even though 
they're so new. 
 
Can you talk about the recent information, because it is my feeling, and I'm not 
an expert, that there is a constant flow of 
new data coming in and it all seems to be in the same direction, actually 
minimizing this little 5% which is just a scientific rule to be careful, I 
guess. Am I right in the assumption that all the new information on research 
that are coming in the recent months are pointing in the same direction? 
 
Yes. The short answer to that is yes. 
 
The population data on uptake are consistent to deal with the last question 
raised about children and the concerns about children. The evidence worldwide is 
there is not significant uptake of electronic cigarette use by young people. As 
Linda said there's a lot of experimentation, that young children experiment 
with all kinds of things. But in terms of sustained use, very, very little. 
 
There's an increase in literature on potential harms which… much of which is 
based in in-vitro work where maybe some cell lines from the lung or the nose or 
somewhere like that are exposed to electronic cigarette vapor. And not 
surprisingly they've shown that the vapor's not completely harmless. Not 
completely inert. But that's to be expected. And in other respects, the data on 
adults suggests that those adults who managed to make the switch do so and 
manage to quit smoking, and that's what we're all interested in achieving. 



 
Anybody else have anything? 
 
There's also evidence emerging that smokers who do switch from smoking to vaping 
experience health benefits in terms of cardiovascular 
system  <i>inaudible</i> function. There was a lot of talk, and always been 
about the… well, we don't know about the long-term effect which is, it's an 
easier argument to make because I mean vaping has not been around for that long. 
Any new information that points in the directionthat we shouldn't be worried 
about long-term effects? Or is it a bogus argument to say, 
"Well, we have to wait 50 years to say, no it's not harmful in the long run." 
Your thoughts on that. 
 
{Britton}  
Well, I think we do have to wait 50 years to find out what the harms of these 
products are. Following up people who've smoked and then switched to 
electronic cigarettes isn't gonna tell us because the harm 
that arises from the smoking history is so massive, that it will drown out 
any signal electronic cigarettes. So it's only when we have a 
generation of people who have started to use 
electronic cigarettes and don't smoke, and there are very, 
very few of those. When those people reach old age, we'll be in a position to 
say what the risks are. In my view as I said it in the first place, it’s highly 
unlikely that these products are utterly without risk. They are just a 
substantially lesser risk than inhaling tobacco smoke. 
 
-If I may ask... 
-Yeah.  
Yes, Peter? 
 
There will be some evidence emerging when you compare countries which restrict 
or ban vaping and countries which do allow it. And after a few years, you will 
see what we're seeing now, that the prevalence of smoking goes down in my 
country. And then you will see whether, and to what extent, the prevalence of 
smoking-related disease goes down. There is little question that of course, it 
will go down when people switch from smoking to vaping. I think the argument is 
largely bogus. Not entirely, but largely. Simply because there has to be some 
reason for long-term damage. And we know that there's only a small 
fraction of chemicals <i>inaudible</i> on the cigarettes which we actually 
find in the [inaudible] vapor. And those which are there are only a fraction 
concentrations you get in cigarette smoke. So there has to be some kind of 
mechanism. And the only potential culprit will be the flavors, as John 
mentioned. But up to now, none of it emerged as a major risk. So I think that 
the estimate that it's gonna be a few percentage points over the risk of smoking 
still holds. We'll have to see how it will be more. Of course if some new 
evidence emerges which it may, suddenly there may be some 
flavoring [inaudible] proven toxicity when inhaled, then of course, we would all 
review our view of it. What we say is [inaudible]. But the evidence we have up 
to now suggest that  [inaudible] are gonna be a small fraction of risk of smoke. 
 
Thank you.   
 
Aaron, you had 
a thought on this? 
 
Yeah, I did have one thought. You know, and that's about the children. You know, 
of course, I have two children. They're both here right now. And of course, I 
would never want my children starting to do something that would potentially 



lead them to have cancer or some other, you know, some other deadly disease. But 
one of the things about this, you know, what about the children thing that's 
really difficult for me to stomach is they keep saying this but 
almost all smokers that start when they're children, you know. And so for us to 
say, you know, we talk about the dramaticdecline in disease 
 
and the effects of smoke as soon as somebody switches to this. You know, for us 
to take that away from somebody because we're afraid of something that doesn't 
exist is probably one of the worst things. And that people would use it 
as a piece of propaganda to push their legislation, which almost all of these 
people that are saying, "What about the children?" have major conflicts of 
interest. I would ask for the members of the parliament here in the room, I 
would ask anyone who says that to you, where do you get your funding? Do you get 
any funding from big pharmaceutical companies, who stand to lose billions and 
billions and billions of dollars every year if this takes effect? You need to 
ask them, "Do you get any funding from groups that push their products on our 
children and push..." In essence by doing this pushing smoking on our children. 
Of course, smoking rights in Iceland are fairly low. That's to be celebrated. 
But there are still children that are smoking right now in Iceland, and they 
deserve to have solutions. And so, yes, of course, we don't want all kinds of 
new addicts running around but that is not happening anywhere in the world. 
Nowhere in the world are there thousands of children running around vaping and 
dying from it. This is not being seen. But there are millions, and there will be 
a billion this century, that started for the most part 
as children that will be dying from smoking. And we cannot in good conscience 
sit here and take this fear mongering from corrupted people who are taking money 
from the very people that benefit from that fear.So that… I guess, yeah, 
it's hard for me to sit and, you know, watch this happen over the world. 
 
Can I just add something to that? 
 
I hear what Aaron's saying but I do think there are people who say 
what about the children who are not taking money from pharmaceutical companies 
and etc. There are people who have read what we've read in the newspaper or 
they've not been able to think carefully enough about the complexity of this 
issue. Which is why it's so important that a parliament like Iceland's 
parliament does take the time to look at the evidence. To debunk the myths and 
try and make good legislation that's good for the population. So it is 
complicated. But as the others have said, we've built up the evidence now, so I 
think we can really deal with some of the theories 
that are being expressed. 
 
Very good point. 
I mean, there are still people who believe nicotine causes 
cancer and I think I’m correct that about a third of all Brits think that vaping 
is as damaging as smoking, isn’t it about 30% or something like that; 
According to recent studies.70% of doctors, I was told thought nicotine 
causes cancer at least in the US, which is shocking.  
 
One point real quick and I do agree with Linda on that of course not everybody 
that says, “What about the judging?” 
If that’s what the period I was saying, I definitely do not believe that 
everyone who says that is some corrupted situation or conflict of interest, but 
I would say that the people that are coming to you in their suits and ties 
standing in your Parliament, waving studies about this and are taking money from 
big pharmaceutical companies, they have to be asked where their funding is 
coming from, they have to be held and checked. Because this is rampant all over 
the world right now, and the cancer societies, and the lung societies and 



associations. They are not even,I would be surprised to learn learn if any 
cancer or lung society in the entire world has shared the Royal College of 
Physicians report with their followers, or with their doctors who follow them, I 
would be surprised. And that’s a questionfor you guys up there, “Have you seen 
any cancer societies or associations around the worldsharing the information 
that you were so diligently to prepare for, for the medical community;” 
 
Good question. 
 
Yes, well I worked for a cancer society two days a week, so, I think Cancer 
Research UK is one of the only cancer, it’s the world’s biggest 
independent cancer charity. But sadly I think you are absolutely right, and I 
don’t see other cancer or heart societies around the world looking carefully at 
the evidence and agreeing with the RCP the way that Cancer Research UK  does. 
So, that community, you’re absolutely spot on, has some distance to go. 
 
Well and that’s where I get these. I have no other assumption, but to believe 
that there is something corrupting their way of communicating about that. 
So, I do have strong language about it and obviously there are some people, I’m 
sure that are not somehow influenced by the millions of pounds, or euros, or 
dollars, that they’re receiving every year from these groups. But I think it is 
something that has to be asked of anybody that comes in to your Parliament, and 
wants to tell you about all the dangers of something, you have to ask where they 
get their money from. 
 
Very good point. 
 
We do have a question, we are almost running out of time actually. But we’ll do 
a question from the front row. 
 
Yes. Hello, my name is Toti Beck, I’m an advocate and a citizen. And I’m 
thinking about the children, right, what about the children. But I categorically 
disagree with what was said in the video with five things to recommend, 
that we should be very, you know, we should be restricting 
the age limit to 18, and reducing nicotine levels, etc etc. I mean most people 
don’t start smoking at 18, they start smoking earlier, and what I think is if 
someone starts vaping, tries vaping with nicotine in it, 
they are never going to switch to smoking. That’s like exchanging your Tesla 
for like a 15 year old gas car, rusty and life threatening, 
dangerous, right; But the thing is if they start vaping and they don’t feel any 
effect, it’s just fun and it’s nicely tasting clouds, and then they go have a 
few beers and they try a cigarette then they feel the buzzing effect. I think we 
should be pushing it on children. aWe are giving children amphetamines, right; 
Nicotine is a mild sedative, it could probably help people with ADHD and if it 
can prevent the biggest killer known to man, I don’t see the harm. I mean I 
don’t know where the age limit lies, we don’t have an age limit for caffeine, 
right. I mean parents have control over their children, they should be able to 
decide. I gave my 17 year old stepdaughter a vape the other day and I’ll give 
her as much as I like. Okay, so what about the children; let’s talk about the 
children. 
 
Linda 
Very radical idea, should we be pushing vapes, basically on children; Your 
thoughts. No, and if you like, probably not. But it is true that any child that 
becomes a vaper who would otherwise have become a smoker is a benefit from that, 
and so I understand that there is an argument, that says, that we shouldn’t deny 
young people who are already,either addicted to nicotine through tobacco or at 
high risk of becoming addicted to nicotine by smoking tobacco, from accessing 



these products. I think it’s a very difficult call to make, certainly very 
difficult to legislate on, and so it maybe that there is a case for reducing age 
of access or changing promotion regimes, but at the moment, I think we have to 
bear some respect respect for the fact that those who do 
feel strongly about protecting children, do so for the right reasons. They have 
the same interest at heart and so we have to adopt policies, which work for 
everybody, and whilst I can understand the argument that’s been put forward. I’m 
not sure I would back it. 
 
Peter and Linda, 
age limits, what’s your thoughts; 
 
Well in England we have an interesting parallel with nicotine placement 
treatments,which are only prescribable at 18 and 16, eventually now we have 
a 12 year old barrier, because if a child smokes they will much better using a 
replacement, whatever their age, and you could possibly argue the same thing 
here. On the other hand there is the politics and the reality and of course you 
have to, there are so many hurdles to overcome and so many people to persuade, 
that I think this would be something which would undermine the whole effort and 
I would step carefully on this. Yes, well we really struggled in our 
discussions with our government here, about age limits, because of course the 
age of sale is not required so much by the TPD as a national legislative issue. 
It is a very tricky one. I often say of my own children, I would far rather they 
experimented with an electronic cigarette, than a tobacco cigarette and I don’t 
think we should be in a situation where we would criminalize parents who 
provided a smoking child with an e-cigarette or one they thought was at risk of 
smoking. Quite how we strike that balance I’m not sure. 
I understand the issues but I think in order to respect the concerns of the 
people in the room, protecting the children is the absolute priority. Sometimes 
difficult policy decisions have to be made. 
 
Thank you. 
 
I’m coming away from what I’ve heard here today, basically with this idea. There 
is no need for regulation. If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it. I want to thank you 
all for being here, but your final thoughts before we let you go. 
 
John, Linda, Peter. 
 
Okay, I agree, if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it. But I think also it is important 
as I said earlier, that smokers who buy an electronic cigarette, get something 
that works. I treat a lot of smokers and it's common for me to ask a smoker, 
“Have you ever tried an electronic cigarette;”, for smokers who have been unable 
to quit, “Have you ever tried an electronic cigarette;”, And often people say, 
“Yes, but it didn’t work” and I don’t know whether it didn’t work because it’s 
not the right product for them or it didn’t work because these are poor people, 
they went out spent what for them is a lot of money on something that was 
actually very poor quality. So, I think it is very important that we know that 
the products that are on sale are decent. And I also think that we have to bear 
in mind,that the long term hazards will be unknown until many years have gone 
by, and so taking sensible precautionsto limit what’s in the vapor even if it’s 
just a matter of disclosure, as the TPD now requires. It will allow consumers 
and health professionals to say, “Well, this product looks very good, whereas 
this one is probably one to be avoided.” I don’t think you have to regulate 
levels, but I think the idea of disclosure is a good one. That’s all. 
 
Hello, [inaudible] you have a real opportunity here to create a better system 
and as I mentioned before, any of us that can help with that will. I do think 



there is another aspect, is in terms of how do you make sure that smokers and 
others know about these products, and how do you integrate good advice about 
them in to health care services, for example. That’s a whole other piece of 
work, which I’m sure Iceland will be considering. So, it’s not always just about 
the regulation, it’s also if these things are going to work for people, how do 
we actually make sure people know about them, they have a good accurate 
information about them, and if you’re confident to find the right product that’s 
right for them. That’s an additional important element. 
Thank you. 
From me to the answer the question,whether the regulation is needed, 
I think the consumer protection regulation is needed, but not much over and 
above that. So, if the manufacturers have to conform to certain structures and 
they can’t put dangerous chemicals in it, they have to declare what’s in it, 
that’s to me sufficient. The regulators ensuring that the product is good, this 
sounds like a recipe for disaster. You need the marketto take care of that, the 
bad products will die, the good products will live, and you can’t really 
regulate for that. And I don’t think you need much over and above what’s in the 
consumer production regulation. 
 
Thank you, Peter 
 
Any final thoughts from the panel Aaron; 
 
Just one thought on that, I think that we would hate to regulate these products 
more than we would regulate tobacco cigarettes. And so, in some cases I think 
that if, you know, we are looking at labeling and what ingredients I’d like to 
have the cigarette companies actually produce all the ingredients that 
are in their cigarettes. If that’s what we’re going to do for some of these 
small vapor companies. You know, I think a lot of these consumer productions 
make sense, and I would agree that there may be some case for that. 
 
Maybe as a maximum amount until we know more about this. But for, It’s 
interesting when there is proposed to have more restrictions on the products 
that are healthier, I always think that’s dangerous 
because it just doesn’t make sense, and it will always make the cost 
of those things go up. So, you have to be careful about that too, you know 
protecting something out of existence, that happens frequently. 
 
Yes, totally agree with Aaron, on we don’t know what’s in the secret pack, but 
everything to know what’s in the healthier one. 
 
Thank you, Aaron. 
 
We are closing now and I’m very, how do you say it in English, very much 
thankful for you guys coming from England, with such a short notice to be with 
us, even with spirit but not in flesh. But I hope that we are going to be seeing 
later on and it has been very much helpful for the population. We will put it on 
YouTube later on and you will ever be remembered here in Iceland on tape. 
 
Thank you very much, guys. 
 
Thank you. 
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